
Ransomware Rewind uses an agent-based install on desktops and
servers, and upon a ransomware attack, the software provides the
capability to decrypt system lockdowns. This is done by leveraging
cryptographic analytics on-device and in the cloud to reverse engineer
the ransomware, provide end-customers a custom decryptor. It runs
automation to decrypt your endpoints & backups.

INSTALL, SECURITY, & DATA USAGE
All communications between device agent & our cloud infrastructure leverage highly secure
configurations of AWS services (below). This provides best-of-class security for our client
data, and the data governance compliance required for customers with special data needs
(such as HIPAA, GDPR, or PCI). To install, you download the agent and run an executable.
 
Once installed, the agent is running in the background on your endpoints. Ransomware
Rewind is “listening” for behavior of ransomware. Our analytics are designed to expose
potential ransomware-associated encryption and file behavioral data, which can
be potentially used later for ransomware decryption.

RANSOMWARE REWIND
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Solution Overview

BEFORE

BEGINNING...

Ransomware Rewind MUST be
installed prior to an attack,
because our algorithms need to
observe the ransomware
behavior and cryptographic
materials in order to construct
the custom decryptor.
 
So, to set up agents, licensing
is self-service and purchased
on an eCommerce model. The
Ransomware Rewind
administration panel manages
licenses and agents. The agent
software is available for
download unlimited times, and
license assignment occurs
automatically when the agent is
installed.

(Above) Easy non-technical user installation or automated
enterprise deployment.

As the malicous ransomware runs on your system, the ZenSiphoner agent is working
in the background collecting data about the attack.
 
During an attack, text files on the victim’s desktop are being turned into encrypted
blobs which cannot be read. The attacker will use very strong AES encryption, with
randomly generated keys and settings per machine, and typically even per file. That
means is that you can’t just take the keys and encryption settings from one machine
and apply them to another.
 

DURING AN ATTACK



To be clear, we do not stop-decrypt in the middle of an attack, so that we do not
inadvertently disrupt legitimate business operations. Nor do we automatically transmit
customer your files and data to the cloud for remediation, without your consent.
 
Our process is built to protect customer data and IT operations: after an attack, the customer
easily submits one of their ransomware-encrypted files to our host for analysis.
 
We want the ransomware to fully finish running so that files don't get corrupted mid-process.
Once attackers encrypt and take control of customer systems, the customer is then able to
submit a sample file to Ransomware Rewind for decryption, and for automated creation of a
custom decryption software package for that machine.

CUSTOM INTEGRATIONS & PRICING 

MODEL A: Pay-per-Agent (Unlimited Decryption Attempts)
Desktop/ Mobile/ Tablet Agents: $79.99 per year
Server Agents: $120 per year
 
Ask us about special pricing for your organization and see if you
qualify for other early adopter discounts.
 
MODEL B: Enterprise Plan (Available on orders of 10,000+ agents)
This shared-cost model allows customer to get lower-cost agents upfront for more enterprise environments.
If there is a ransomware incident thereafter, the customer might have to pay a premium for decrypt attempt.
Available on orders of 10,000+ or on a case-by-case basis. Ask us if an Enterprise Plan is right for you.
 
Prices are subject to change.
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MANUAL SUBMIT AFTER ATTACK

ABOUT DATA

COMPLIANCE

We don’t upload customer files or
company data during day-to-day
operations. We simply don’t need it.
 
We use generic behavioral metadata
instead, which allows us to look at
how files were accessed and check
for certain types of ransomware-
known patterns.
 
The result?: high customer data
privacy-levels. And, it’s less risky for
any other vendor or service provider
helping you, too. We're not
introducing unnecessary risk to
expose customer data.

The deliverable: we provide the customer a downloadable, custom-made decrypt
program to run in the affected environment in order to quickly regain access to
their files. Ransomware Rewind, for the majority of known, different ransomware
known types, is able to successfully decrypt and bring the business back online.

DECRYPT QUICKLY AND EASILY
Ransomware Rewind applies its machine learning algorithms in the agent, along with a lot
of heavy lifting in the cloud once we have the sample encrypted file. The combination of on-
device analytics and in-the-cloud analytics provides a capability to decrypt automatically.

Integrations: Our integration APIs and webhooks help you as the Security Architect for the business present the product in your
security stack and management panels, and then correlate other investigation and compliance data to your dashboards.

PRICING MODELS

(Above) The UX is a web or desktop app for the IT admin and
end-customers to observe agent health.
 


